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The Celtic Myths A Guide To The Ancient Gods
And Legends
Tap into the mythic power of the Celtic goddesses, gods, heroes,
and heroines to aid your spiritual quests and magickal goals.
Human and divine energies complement each other; when joined,
they become a potent catalyst for true magick and change. Celtic
Myth & Magick describes the energies of over 300 crossreferenced Celtic deities and heroic figures so you can quickly
determine which one can best help you in attaining specific
goals through magick—such as greater prosperity (Cernunnos),
glowing health (Airmid), or a soul partner (Aengus MacOg). This
guidebook explains how to use creative Pagan ritual and
pathworking to align yourself with the energy of these powerful
archetypes. Undertake three magickal quests to the inner
plane—where you’ll join forces with Cuchulain, Queen Maeve, and
Merlin the Magician to bring their energies directly into your
life. This inspiring, well-researched book is written especially
for solitary Pagans who seek to expand the boundaries of their
practice to form working partnerships with the divine.
The gifted W.B. Yeats wrote of his own people “...even a
newspaperman, if you entice him into a cemetery at midnight,
will believe in phantoms, for everyone is a visionary if you
scratch him deep enough. But the Celt, unlike any other, is a
visionary without scratching.” This introduction to Celtic
Mythology will serve the novice well – for it is a complicated
history with the earliest written records destroyed by the
marauding Vikings. Inside you will read about... ? The Arrival
of the Tuatha dé Danann ? Hibernia ? The Main Gods of the Celtic
Pantheon ? Celtic Life and Rituals ? Sources of Celtic Mythology
? The Effect of Christianity and Beliefs and Superstitions The
oral tradition harks back to 4000BCE and is a compilation of
myths and cultures of many different peoples including the IndoIranians, Slavs, Greeks, Germans, Austrians and finally, the
Gauls, who washed up on the shores of the Emerald Isle. Whatever
aspect of this rich, mystical and lavishly embellished heritage
you would like to investigate further you will find the author
has supplied a marker to guide you on your way.
A dictionary listing of names and terms relating to Irish myths.
Ireland’s Immortals tells the story of one of the world’s great
mythologies. The first account of the gods of Irish myth to take
in the whole sweep of Irish literature in both the nation’s
languages, the book describes how Ireland’s pagan divinities
were transformed into literary characters in the medieval
Christian era—and how they were recast again during the Celtic
Revival of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A
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lively narrative of supernatural beings and their fascinating
and sometimes bizarre stories, Mark Williams’s comprehensive
history traces how these gods—known as the Túatha Dé Danann—have
shifted shape across the centuries. We meet the Morrígan, crow
goddess of battle; the fire goddess Brigit, who moonlights as a
Christian saint; the fairies who inspired J.R.R. Tolkien’s
elves; and many others. Ireland’s Immortals illuminates why
these mythical beings have loomed so large in the world’s
imagination for so long.
Celtic Mythology and Religion
Celtic Myths, Celtic Legends
Early Irish Myths and Sagas
Harness the Power of the Gods & Goddesses
Ireland's Immortals
This is an enchantingly told collection of the stirring sagas of gods and goddesses, fabulous beasts, strange
creatures, and such heroes as Cuchulain, Fingal, and King Arthur from the ancient Celtic world. Included
are popular myths and legends from all six Celtic cultures of Western Europe—Irish, Scots, Manx,
Welsh, Cornish, and Breton. Here for the modern reader are the rediscovered tales of cattle raids, tribal
invasions, druids, duels, and doomed love that have been incorporated into, and sometimes distorted by,
European mythology and even Christian figures. For example, there is the story of Lugh of the Long
Hand, one of the greatest gods in the Celtic pantheon, who was later transformed into the faerie
craftsman Lugh-Chromain, and finally demoted to the lowly Leprechaun. Celtic Myths and Legends also
retells the story of the classic tragic love story of Tristan and Iseult (probably of Cornish origin—there
was a real King Mark and a real Tristan in Cornwall) and the original tale of King Arthur, a Welsh leader
who fought against the invading Anglo-Saxons. In the hands of Peter Berresford Ellis, the myths sung by
long-dead Celtic bards come alive to enchant the modern reader. "The casual reader will be best
entertained by ... the legends themselves ...colored with plenty of swordplay, ... quests, shape-shiftings,
and druidic sorcery."—Publishers Weekly
Celtic Mythology has through the ages inspired poets, authors, and songwriters alike with its ancient
heritage of sagas, myths, legends, and battles. Celtic mythology, your calling has been answered.
The Celtic world is a rich source of myth and legend and this attractive volume aims to introduce the
subject to a wide audience. Following a general history of Celts and druids, Curran presents extracts or
summaries of myths that tell the stories of saints, giants and monsters, sea gods, earth and air spirits,
sacred sites and heroes. Storytelling in the Celtic tradition is shown to be still alive in the far west of
Britain. Each section is accompanied by numerous photographs of Celtic sites and past and present
artistic representations of the legends.
When his wife and children are killed by a terrorist bomb in Dublin, a renegade Irish-American
molecular biologist who calls himself the Madman unleashes a genetically carried plague that threatens all
life on Earth. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
The Book of Celtic Myths
Celtic Mythology, Creatures, and Irish Folklore
The Celtic Myths
Dictionary of Celtic Myth and Legend
From the Mystic Might of the Celtic Warriors to the Magic of the Fey Folk, the Storied History and
Folklore of Ireland, Scotland, Brittany, and Wales

A fresh and revealing look at the stories at the heart of Celtic mythology,
exploring their cultural impact throughout history up to the present day. The Celtic
Myths That Shape the Way We Think explores a fascinating question: how do
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myths that were deeply embedded in the customs and beliefs of their original
culture find themselves retold and reinterpreted across the world, centuries or
even millennia later? Focusing on the myths that have had the greatest cultural
impact, Mark Williams reveals the lasting influence of Celtic mythology, from
medieval literature to the modern fantasy genre. An elegantly written retelling,
Williams captures the splendor of the original myths while also delving deeper
into the history of their meanings, offering readers an intelligent and engaging
take on these powerful stories. Beautiful illustrations of the artworks these myths
have inspired over the centuries are presented in a color plates section and in
black and white within the text. Ten chapters recount the myths and explore the
lasting influence of legendary figures, including King Arthur, the Celtic figure who
paradoxically became the archetypal English national hero; the Irish and Scottish
hero Finn MacCool, who as “Fingal” caught the imagination of Napoleon
Bonaparte, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, and Felix Mendelssohn; and the
Welsh mythical figure Blodeuwedd, magically created from flowers of the oak,
who inspired W. B. Yeats. Williamsʼs mythological expertise and captivating
writing style make this volume essential reading for anyone seeking a greater
appreciation of the myths that have shaped our artistic and literary canons and
continue to inspire today.
Presents alphabetically arranged entries that identify and explain the characters,
events, art, and important places of Celtic mythology.
Populated by gods, High Kings, wilfull Queens, noble warriors, fairies, goblins
and wizards, the Celtic myths are unsurpassed in their variety and power. This
new book is a dazzling collection of the most gripping Celtic tales, vividly retold,
gathering together the legends and sagas of this ancient culture in a tribute to the
heroism, romance and mystery of the Celtic people. FLAME TREE 451: From
mystery to crime, supernatural to horror and myth, fantasy and science fiction,
Flame Tree 451 offers a healthy diet of werewolves and mechanical men, bloodlusty vampires, dastardly villains, mad scientists, secret worlds, lost civilizations
and escapist fantasies. Discover a storehouse of tales gathered specifically for
the reader of the fantastic.
Celtic Mythology Are you interested in ancient cultures, meaningful tales, and
entrancing folklore? Because if you are, this book has much in store for you. Do
you know that the Celtic culture and folklore, though with a primarily Irish origin,
has widespread branches across the globe - as far as the British, Scottish, and
Welsh cultures of Europe, and right into the Euro-Asian territory of Turkey? It is a
culture that was as interesting as it was mysterious and has passed its
knowledge of mythological creatures and deities from generation to generation,
developing a holistic view of the universe. This book can provide you with a
combination of all the aspects of Celtic mythology - from its Irish and Welsh
origins to its Scottish and Brittany sides - allowing you to have a complete
360-degree view of the world with a perspective that is much more interesting
and spiritually accurate than the contemporary ones. In this book, you will be
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discovering a completely different side of the universe and looking at deities that
seem to have much in common with the Greek Gods but are believed to be
different. It accounts for all the Tales, Gods, Legendary Creatures and Beliefs
that have dominated the Celtic folklore and been conveyed by it - being handed
down generation to generation for centuries. The book conveys Who the Celts
were and what beliefs they shared? Why and how their tales were passed down
from generation to generation Tens of the interesting myths and tales that the
Celtic people shared Comprehensive insights into their culture and how far and
wide their branches spread Details of their Gods and other religious concepts
The Complete Guide to Norse Gods and Viking Mythology Including Legends,
Beliefs, Heroes, Myths and Fairy Tales
A Captivating Guide to Greek Mythology, Egyptian Mythology, Norse Mythology,
Celtic Mythology and Roman Mythology
A Guide to the Ancient Gods and Legends
A Brief Guide to Celtic Myths and Legends
Myths & Legends of the Celtic Race
An illustrated guide to the fantastic world of Japanese myths: retelling the stories and
exploring how Japanese mythology has changed over time, as new gods, heroes, and
spirits have entered the canon. While people around the world love Japan’s cultural
exports—from manga and anime to Zen—not everyone is familiar with Japan’s unique
mythology that shapes these interests, which is enriched by Shinto, Buddhism, and
regional folklore. The Japanese Myths is a smart and succinct guide to the rich
tradition of Japanese mythology, from the earliest recorded legends of Izanagi and
Izanami with their divine offspring and the creation of Japan, to medieval tales of
vengeful ghosts, through to the modern-day reincarnation of ancient deities as the
heroes of mecha anime. Mythology remains a living, evolving part of Japanese society.
The ways in which the people of Japan understand their myths are very different today
even from a century ago, let alone over a millennium into the past. This volume not only
retells these ancient stories but also considers their place within the patterns of Japanese
religions, culture, and history, helping readers understand the deep links between past
and present in Japan, and the ways these myths live and grow. Author Joshua Frydman
takes the very earliest written myths in the Kojiki and the Nihon Shoki as his starting
point, and from there traces Japan’s mythology through to post-war State Shinto, the
rise of the manga industry in the 1960s, J-horror, and modern-day myths. Frydman ties
in reinventions and retellings of myths that are present across all genres of
contemporary Japanese culture, from its auteur cinema to renowned video games such
as Okami. This book is for anyone interested in Japan and Japanese exports, as knowing
its myths allows readers to understand and appreciate its culture in a new light.
Gathers together tales from Ireland, Wales, Brittany and England.
An exhilarating introduction to the vivid, violent, boisterous world of the Norse myths
and their cultural legacy—from Tolkien to Game of Thrones The Norse Myths presents
the infamous Viking gods, from the mighty Asyr, led by Ó?inn, and the mysterious
Vanir, to Thor and the mythological cosmos they inhabit. Passages translated from Old
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Norse bring this legendary world to life, from the myths of creation to ragnarök, the
prophesied end of the world at the hands of Loki’s army of monsters and giants, and
everything that comes in between: the long and problematic relationship between the
gods and the giants, the (mis)adventures of human heroes and heroines, with their
family feuds, revenges, marriages, and murders; and the interaction between the gods
and mortals. Photographs and drawings show a range of Norse sites, objects, and
characters, from Viking ship burials to dragons on runestones. Dr. Carolyne Larrington
describes the Norse myths’ origins in pre-Christian Scandinavia and Iceland, and their
survival in archaeological artifacts and written sources, from Old Norse sagas and
poems to the less-approving accounts of medieval Christian writers. She traces their
influences into the work of Wagner, William Morris, and J. R. R. Tolkien, and even
Game of Thrones in the resurrection of the Fimbulvetr, or “Mighty Winter."
In this book, you will find the most important facts about Celtic mythology, a people
that is often overlooked or undervalued. Their tales and folklores have their routes in
ancient customs and historical events, and with those backgrounds, you will get a greater
understanding of the Celts. You will discover: More about the Celtic society, their
religion, arts, and the collapse of that society. The Celtic history, traces of their
language, and their relationship with the Romans who had conquests on the British
Isles. Facts about their technology, warfare, and false stories or notions you may have
heard about them. A concise outline of the Celtic gods and goddesses they worshipped
and revered. Explanations about festivals and rites, as well as what they thought of
cosmology and eschatology. The reason why the Celts were esteemed as one of the most
terrifying societies in the world, as well as the others that made the top five. Celtic
Mythology is intricate, complex, and the ideals behind their mythological beliefs were
often intertwined with real life events. This book will examine how both myth and fact
contributed to the culture and traditions of the Celts and how these influences and
stories continue to live on throughout the centuries
A Concise Guide to the Gods, Sagas and Beliefs
A Guide to Irish Mythology
The Japanese Myths: A Guide to Gods, Heroes and Spirits
3 Books in 1: Norse Mythology, Greek Mythology, Celtic Mythology
Viking Mythology
ARE YOU READY TO ENTER THE FASCINATING WORLD OF CELTIC
MYTHOLOGY? Myths help in understanding the cultural heritage of a given society to
enable the coming generations to better understand the world and improve their cultural
worldviews. Hence, Celtic mythology is all about understanding the cosmos and nature
from their own point of view. However, The Celtic mythology is not just about ordinary
tales; it is seen as a connection, link and, symbol that exhibits the Celts' real nature and
perception of the world. Celtic mythology is one of the most intriguing European
mythologies because of its great benefits, which are based on its high sense of heroism,
adventure, heroism, romance, and magical prowess. This is evident when a powerful
invader dominated all parts of Europe. The Celtic societies started breaking down into
smaller groups after the Roman invasions. That notwithstanding, the Celtic mythology
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remained indestructible and has survived as well. By the end of the book you will
discover: - The History of the Celtic Mythology - The Celtic Symbols and Their
Signification - The Druidic System - Deities in the Celtic Mythology - Celtic Women
Warriors - Celtic Mythological Stories - Niamh and Oisín - The Lir's Children ... and
much more! Would you like to know more? Scroll up, select the buy now button and start
this amazing journey!
CELTIC MYTHOLOGY If you're looking for a beginner's guide on Celtic culture, look
no further. While this book focuses on mythology, it will also highlight other essential
information about Celtic culture both in the past and present. Throughout this book, we
will discuss Celtic people and the gods, goddesses, creatures, and lore that are most
associated with Celtic culture. This book will also tell you about the diverse culture of
Celts, where Celtic people originally came from, what makes a person Celtic, and about
the Celtic religion beyond just the deities that were so important to the religion. You will
also learn why these myths continue to be important for modern Celts who no longer
practice the Celtic religion but still hold onto many of the Celtic traditions, as well as
much, much more!
A very readable guide which fills the gap between academic analysis and less critical
retellings of the myths and legends. Marytn Whittock provides an accessible overview
while also assessing the current state of research regarding the origins and significance of
the myths. Since all records of the myths first occur in the early medieval period, the
focus is on the survival of pre-Christian mythology and the interactions of the early
Christian writers with these myths. A wide-ranging and enthralling introduction to Celtic
mythology, from the Irish gods before gods, the Fomorians, to the children of Llyr, the
sea deity; from the hunter-warrior Fionn mac Cumhaill, whose exploits are chronicled in
the Fenian Cycle, to Cú Chulainn, the Hound of Ulster; and from the Welsh heroes of the
Mabinogion to Arthur, King of Britain, though the mythical, Welsh version who predates
the medieval legends.
Myths and Legends of the Celts is a fascinating and wide-ranging introduction to the
mythology of the peoples who inhabited the northwestern fringes of Europe - from
Britain and the Isle of Man to Gaul and Brittany. Drawing on recent historical and
archaeological research, as well as literary and oral sources, the guide looks at the gods
and goddesses of Celtic myth; at the nature of Celtic religion, with its rituals of sun and
moon worship; and at the druids who served society as judges, diviners and philosophers.
It also examines the many Celtic deities who were linked with animals and such natural
phenomena as rivers and caves, or who later became associated with local Christian
saints. And it explores in detail the rich variety of Celtic myths: from early legends of
King Arthur to the stories of the Welsh Mabinogi, and from tales of heroes including
Cúchulainn, Fionn mac Cumhaill and the warrior queen Medb to tales of shadowy
otherworlds - the homes of spirits and fairies. What emerges is a wonderfully diverse and
fertile tradition of myth making that has captured the imagination of countless
generations, introduced and explained here with compelling insight.
Amazing Tales and Stories of Celtic Gods (The Complete Guide to Learn All About the
Celtic Heroes)
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2 Books In 1 - The Complete Guide to Norse Mythology and Celtic Mythology Including
Legends, Beliefs, Norse Folkore, Norse Gods and Celtic Myths
Norse Mythology
Celtic Mythology
Mythology

In this guide to Celtic Mythology, several stories are not only outlined, but narrated elaborately.
Others are quickly mentioned, and some historical background about the Celts, Irish, and
Scottish is provided to set the stage. Overall, a fantastic guide to both be entertained and
informed. Get started now!
Norse Mythology A mesmerizing tale revolving around the mysterious and profound Norse
folklore and the beguiling lifestyle of the legendary Vikings. This book has connected all the
pieces of the puzzle and presents a unique tapestry interwoven with multiple threads from the
different sides of Norse mythology that contains all the answers about the legendary Vikings
and their beliefs. In contrast to the common misconception about the Vikings that they were
ruthless agnostics and brutes and not much more than that, the book provides valuable insight
into the polytheistic religion of the Vikings and gives an in-depth knowledge about their culture
- whether they did have a culture at all, and whether they were the brutes that most accounts
of their existence and activities say they were? Find out the truth about the Vikings and how
they are actually portrayed by the Norse folklore. Why they moved out of their country and how
they conducted raids across the globe and conquered areas? This book covers everything
from the Norse Gods to the sumptuous heaven perceived by the Norse mythology and religion
as the place where the most honorable warriors live - the magnificent Valhalla. In Norse
mythology, there is a unique approach towards all the heavenly and godly creations as well as
phenomena. The dividing line in the day and night, as well as the changing shades of weather,
are described. The origin of every object and every phenomenon in the world has a fanciful
tale attached to it in the unique and mysterious Norse mythology that the Scandian people
believed in, centuries ago. To make a long story short, this book holds in it a beguiling and
thrilling tale of the beliefs of an enchanting and historic population written in a piquing manner.
This Norse Mythology book provides: A detailed account of the Vikings - Origin, Culture,
Religion, and Activities. An insight into the polytheistic religion and culture of the Norse people
- the Deities and the folklore A detailed account of all the Norse mythological and religious
beliefs - from the conception of the world to the concept of nine alternate universes Fanciful
tales about all the Norse mythological creatures and deities
Step into the World of Norse, Greek, and Celtic Mythology: Discover their legends and impress
everyone with your knowledge on their myths and gods! Are you fascinated with the legends of
Norse Gods like Odin, Thor, Loki and want to find out more? Would you like to learn more
about Greek gods like Zeus, Hera, Poseidon, Ares, and more? Are you a history buff? Would
you like to discover the fascinating history of the people who lived in ancient Ireland - the fierce
Celts? If you are interested in mythology, then this book is a must-read! All the books are
based on thorough research and Amy Hughes will take you on a unique historical journey, all
the way back to a thousand years before Christ was born. Amy Hughes collected many stories,
myths, legends and tales, written in a simple, easy-to-read style that will appeal to everyone
that has been an endless source of inspiration for poets and artists, from ancient times to the
present. Aside from it being a popular read for students and anyone interested in mythologies,
it's a great book to entertain your children with! They'll be delighted with the stories of brave
heroes, legendary creeatures, proud shield-maidens, huge wooden ships and battles of the
gods. Here's what you'll discover inside: A guide on the Vikings origins, including their
language, calendar, and military conquests An introduction to Greek history, including different
civilizations and wars The legends of Eriu, the Emerald Isle The story of the most important
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Greek Heroes The creation of the World in the Norse and Greek myths The prophecies of the
Morrigan about the world Over 20 Norse and Greek myths that have fascinated people for
years And much, much more! If you are interested in mythology, then this book is a must-read!
This is the author's final bundle on mythology and includes Norse, Greek and Celtic mythology!
The books are based on thorough research and present you with a comprehensive and
complex world of mythology. Are you ready to enter the amazing world of mythology? Scroll
up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
As non-literates, the Celts left no written record of their lives, their beliefs, and the stories which
were such an important part of their culture. Here Dr. Green uses the works of contemporary
commentators from the Classical world, later Christian scribes recording oral traditions, and
archaeological evidence to discuss Celtic myths and their religious beliefs and rituals. Photos.
Celtic Myths & Legends
A Complete Guide to Celtic Mythology, Celtic Gods, and Celtic Folklore
The Complete Guide to Celtic Myths from the Irish, Scottish, Brittany and Welsh Mythology
Including Tales, Gods, Legendary Creatures and Beliefs
Celtic Myths
Celtic Myth & Magick

Hear the tales of Gods, monsters, magic, and more! Warriors, poets, scholars, and
visionaries--from the depths of time the ancient Celts have fascinated us. Their rich heritage lives
on today. But who were they? From the Druids and fairies to King Arthur and Celtic
Christianity, there is much to be learned about these natives of the British and Irish islands.
Their stories are fantastic and stirring, and through them, you'll gain a glimpse into what life was
like during the Iron Age. These legends, first told through song as people gathered around the
fire more than 2,000 years ago, are now here for you to explore. Experience the wonder and
wisdom of these mysterious people with The Book of Celtic Myths.
Explore the fascinating world of celtic mythology! Did you ever think about how magical the
world must have been for the people who believed in the ancient tales and heroes? This book is
all about the celtic myths that, to this day, still have an effect on the people of ireland. It's your
ticket into a time machine that will take you to when the celtic gods and legendary monsters
were very real and more than amazing. In this book, you will: Delve deep into the divine realms
of celtic mythology. Explore the most prominent myths and lore. Find out more about legendary
creatures and figures. Learn all about the gods and goddesses of celtic mythology. Uncover how
the gods made it to ireland. And much more! Many myths and tales from the Celtic era have
traveled through time by simple word of mouth. The first alphabet was the Ogham, but it wasn't
used to record things until quite late in the culture. The gods and goddesses they worshipped and
believed in were similar to other cultures in some ways but decidedly different in others. The
Celts used a pagan calendar, and a unique tree calendar. They lived in houses we would find
impossible to live in, and they even slept in the same part of the house as the cattle.
Most people have heard of the Celts--the elusive, ancient tribal people who resided in presentday England, Ireland, Scotland and France. Paradoxically characterized as both barbaric and
innocent, the Celts appeal to the modern world as a symbol of a bygone era, a world destroyed
by the ambition of empire and the spread of Christianity throughout Western Europe. Despite
the pervasive cultural and literary influence of the Celts, shockingly little is known of their way of
life and beliefs, because very few records of their stories exist. In this book, for the first time,
Philip Freeman brings together the best stories of Celtic mythology. Everyone today knows
about the gods and heroes of the ancient Greeks, such as Zeus, Hera, and Hercules, but how
many people have heard of the Gaulish god Lugus or the magical Welsh queen Rhiannon or the
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great Irish warrior Cú Chulainn? We still thrill to the story of the Trojan War, but the epic
battles of the Irish Táin Bó Cuailgne are known only to a few. And yet those who have read
the stories of Celtic myth and legend-among them writers like J. R. R. Tolkien and C. S. Lewishave been deeply moved and influenced by these amazing tales, for there is nothing in the world
quite like them. In these stories a mysterious and invisible realm of gods and spirits exists
alongside and sometimes crosses over into our own human world; fierce women warriors battle
with kings and heroes, and even the rules of time and space can be suspended. Captured in vivid
prose these shadowy figures-gods, goddesses, and heroes-come to life for the modern reader.
Developed from an early oral storytelling tradition dating back to the dawn of European culture,
this is one of the oldest and most vibrant of Europe's mythologies. From all six Celtic cultures Irish, Scots, Welsh, Cornish, Manx and Breton - Peter Berresford Ellishas included popular
myths and legends, as well as bringing to light exciting new tales which have been lying in
manuscript form, untranslated and unknown to the modern general reader. The author brings
not only his extensive knowledge of source material but also his acclaimed skills of storytelling to
produce an original, enthralling and definitive collection of Celtic myths and legends - tales of
gods and goddesses, heroes and heroines, magical weapons, fabulous beasts, and entities from
the ancient Celtic world.
Mythology Collection
Historical Facts, Religious Belief, and Myths about Celtic Gods and Goddesses
The Mammoth Book of Celtic Myths and Legends
Norse Myths: A Guide to the Gods and Heroes
The White Plague
Viking Mythology Have you ever wondered about the legendary Vikings that have been documented
and portrayed across different channels of media? Do you know what history says about them and
who they were, really? The mysterious and widely misunderstood Vikings have been explained
clearly and completely in this book. For the lovers of ancient mythology, the book brings valuable
insights into Norse and Celtic mythology - what they said about the Vikings, their culture, their
polytheistic religion, and much more. In contrast to the common misconception about the Vikings
that they were ruthless agnostics and brutes and not much more than that, the book provides
valuable insight into the polytheistic religion of the Vikings and gives an in-depth knowledge about
their culture - whether they did have a culture at all, and whether they were the brutes that most
accounts of their existence and activities say they were? A mesmerizing tale revolving around the
mysterious and profound Norse folklore and the beguiling lifestyle of the legendary Vikings. This
book has connected all the pieces of the puzzle and presents a unique tapestry interwoven with
multiple threads from the different sides of Norse mythology that contains all the answers about the
legendary Vikings and their beliefs. To make a long story short, this book holds in it a beguiling and
thrilling tale of the beliefs of an enchanting and historic population written in a piquing manner.
Viking Mythology provides: A detailed account of the Vikings - Origin, Culture, Religion, and
Activities An insight into the polytheistic religion and culture of the Norse people - the Deities and the
folklore A detailed account of all the Norse mythological and religious beliefs - from the conception
of the world to the concept of nine alternate universes Fanciful tales about all the Norse
mythological creatures and deities
This book includes five captivating manuscripts: Greek Mythology Egyptian Mythology Norse
Mythology Celtic Mythology Roman Mythology
An authoritative guide to the Egyptian myths that sheds new light on an ancient way of
understanding the world This survey of Egyptian mythology explores how the ancient Nile-dwellers
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explained the world around them. It delves into the creation and evolution of the world and the
reigns of the gods on earth, before introducing us to the manifestations of Egypt’s deities in the
natural environment; the inventive ways in which the Egyptians dealt with the invisible forces all
around them; and their beliefs about life after death. Through his engaging narrative, Garry Shaw
guides us through the mythic adventures of such famous deities as Osiris, the god murdered by his
jealous brother Seth; the magical and sometimes devious Isis, who plotted to gain the power of the
sun god Re; and Horus, who defeated his uncle Seth to become king of Egypt. He also introduces us
to lesser known myths, such as the rebellions against Re; Geb’s quest for Re’s magical wig; and the
flaying of the unfortunate god Nemty. From stars and heavenly bodies sailing on boats, to the wind
as manifestation of the god Shu, to gods, goddesses, ghosts, and demons—beings that could be
aggressive, helpful, wise, or dangerous—Shaw goes on to explain how the Egyptians encountered
the mythological in their everyday lives.
CELTIC MYTHOLOGYWe are the fortunate recipients of all the early cultures' recorded history.
They left us with mysteries, myths, and folklore to fill our days with intrigue and curiosity. Their
accounts have inspired great literature, provided us with an appreciation of a connection with
nature, and stimulated many of us to adopt a higher metaphysical meaning to our existence.This
book focuses specifically on Celtic Mythology, and discusses a wide variety of their different
beliefs, rituals, practices, traditions, and myths.Inside, you will learn all about the different groups
that made up the Celtic people, and the many Gods, deities, monsters, and heroes that they believed
in!
The Celtic Myths that Shape the Way We Think
Myths and Legends of the Celts
Complete Guide to Celtic Mythology
Dive Into The Depths Of Ancient Celtic Folklore, The Myths, Legends & Tales of The Gods,
Goddesses, Warriors, Monsters, Magic & More (Ireland, Scotland, Brittany, Wales)
The Egyptian Myths: A Guide to the Ancient Gods and Legends
Fragments of the rich and complex mythology of the ancient Celts of pre-Roman
Europe were preserved in the monasteries of early Christian Ireland and in
stories first written down in medieval Wales. The exploits of Cúlchulainn and
Fionn mac Cumhaill and of Deirdre and Rhiannon have their roots in the Iron Age
and have come down to us from the tales of Celtic bards and storytellers. The
myths relate epic stories of heroic ancestors, when the divine and mortal realms
were intimately bound up with each other and gods and goddesses inhabited the
natural world. The stories are rich with religious symbolism and give an idea of
how the Celts perceived the world in which they lived. They also tell of the lives
of the people themselves—kings and queens, husbands and wives, warriors and
farmers. Along the Atlantic coast of Western Europe aspects of the oral culture of
the Celts persisted against the tide of history and into the modern age. The
languages and traditions of Ireland, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man, Cornwall,
and Brittany, together with the surviving myths, provide glimpses back into the
Celtic world and are a continuing connection to a culture otherwise known
through archaeology and the accounts of classical authors.
A fascinating and accessible A-to-Z guide to the gods and goddesses, heroes
and heroines, magical weapons, fabulous beasts, and otherworld entities that
populate the myths of this rich tradition. An easy-to-read handbook that opens a
window on centuries of rich oral and written tradition from the mists of Europe's
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origins.
Introduces the world of the Celts, their gods and goddesses, heroes, monsters
and villains. As well as vividly exploring the tales, the author brings her expertise
in the archaeology of the Iron Age and particularly shamanism to bear on the
mythical worlds she describes, with evidence as diverse as the Gundestrup
Cauldron and the famous bog bodies. Starting with a discussion of how myths
are transmitted and by whom, the author continues with an account of the Irish
and Welsh myths and their key actors and motifs, before moving on to consider
themes such as heroes, animals, women, environment and the Otherworld.
Finally, the author asks how the myths survived the Christianization of Europe
and looks at the influence of monastic chroniclers on the tales, which they
preserved and adapted. Includes more than 80 illustrations
First written down in the eighth century AD, these early Irish stories depict a far
older world - part myth, part legend and part history. Rich with magic and
achingly beautiful, they speak of a land of heroic battles, intense love and warrior
ideals, in which the otherworld is explored and men mingle freely with the gods.
From the vivid adventures of the great Celtic hero Cu Chulaind, to the stunning
'Exile of the Sons of Uisliu' - a tale of treachery, honour and romance - these are
masterpieces of passion and vitality, and form the foundation for the Irish literary
tradition: a mythic legacy that was a powerful influence on the work of Yeats,
Synge and Joyce.
Tales of Gods, Goddesses, and Heroes
Celtic Myths and Legends
The Ultimate Guide to Celtic Gods, Goddesses, Heroes, Myths, and Legends of
Celtic Mythology
Dictionary of Celtic Mythology
A Guide to Celtic History, Gods, and Mythology
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